Cytological investigation of intrathoracic lymph nodes in carcinoma of the lung
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One of the sites for metastases from lung cancer and the one most frequently affected is the intrathoracic nodes (Miyaji, Kitamura, Senoo, Oda, and Murata, 1955; Senoo, 1956; Nohl, 1956; Šimeček, Šimečková, and Krejči, 1959). We record a method of perbronchial puncture of intrathoracic nodes, performed during bronchoscopic examination (Swierenga and Versteegh, 1956; Šimeček, 1956; Šimeček, 1963) that makes cytological examination possible and, frequently, histological investigation as well (Schiessele, 1962). We have endeavoured to evaluate the significance of this method for establishing the extent of involvement of mediastinal nodes.

METHOD

The intrathoracic nodes were punctured and investigated cytologically in all patients in whom a presumptive diagnosis of lung cancer had been made and who were submitted to bronchoscopic examination in our department. Investigation of intrathoracic nodes was omitted only in patients who already had obvious distant metastases in other organs, and in those in whom diagnosis had been verified morphologically by some other method. No patients were included in this series who had already reached an advanced stage of the disease with involvement of the principal bronchi or direct infiltration of the tracheal wall. Patients were also excluded from this series when the diagnosis of lung cancer could not be unequivocally confirmed even by further investigation.

The nodes at the bifurcation of the trachea and at the hilum of the lung were punctured and aspirated as well as obviously enlarged nodes located elsewhere and visible on chest radiographs; in fact those were usually the tracheobronchial nodes.

The technique of puncture of intrathoracic nodes with immediate cytological investigation has been described elsewhere in detail (Šimeček, 1963). We use phase contrast for determining the success or failure of aspiration during bronchoscopy. All aspirates are evaluated after staining by the panoptic method of Pappenheim, or occasionally by fluorescence microscopy, as described by Bertalanffy (Bertalanffy, 1961; Šimeček, 1964).

RESULTS

Cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes was performed in 418 patients who were suffering from lung cancer by a total of 613 punctures. Squamous-cell carcinoma was found to be present in 198 patients, small-cell carcinoma in 121, adenocarcinoma in 41, and large-cell carcinoma in 15; the histological type of cancer was not determined in 43 persons.

The bifurcation nodes were investigated in 264 patients, the hilar nodes in 265, and other intrathoracic nodes in 94 patients. Positive evidence of malignant cells was recorded in 33% of the patients whose bifurcation nodes were investigated, in 62% after investigation of hilar nodes, and in 71-2% with punctures of intrathoracic nodes located elsewhere. Out of the total of 613 punctures, 50-9% provided evidence of malignant cells in 58-1% of all persons investigated.

There were differences in the positive results according to the site of the primary growth and according to the histological type of cancer (see Figure).

Whereas positive results in cases of squamous-cell carcinoma amounted to 48-5% and in adenocarcinoma to 53-7%, the number of positive results in anaplastic forms of cancer was distinctly higher, 89-3% in small-cell and 80% in large-cell carcinoma. Positive results obtained in cancer of undetermined type numbered only 11-6%.

DISCUSSION

The development of metastases marks a fundamental change in the evolution of cancer of the lung and, particularly in the anaplastic forms of cancer, as a rule the end of expectations of lasting
Cyto logical investigation of material obtained by puncture of the intrathoracic nodes is con sidered to be a useful supplement of routine bronchoscopic examination in patients suspected to be suffering from cancer of the lung (Versteegh and Swireng, 1963). Other authors present evidence on the frequent involvement of intrathoracic nodes by cancer of the lung, though there are differences in the results obtained, mainly according to the circumstances in which node metastases were discovered. Nohl (1956) found metastases of regional nodes in 75% of resection specimens of lung cancer, Ševukarev (1964) in only 52.8%. Both authors found lymph node metastases associated more frequently with anaplastic cancer than with squamous-cell cancer, as did other writers (Daumet, Daussy, Drouhard, and Mignot, 1963; Rienhoff, Talbert, and Wood, 1965), and we ourselves in necropsy material (Šimeček et al., 1959).

The results of cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes in our series are comparable with the results presented by the writers referred to above. The number of metastases confirmed by cytological investigation of material aspirated by puncture of intrathoracic nodes, however, is lower than in necropsy material. This is easily understood. Similarly, the fact that metastases are more frequently demonstrated by investigation of resection specimens can also be explained. This difference provides an indication of the proportion of metastases that escape recognition by cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes. The differences between the results of histological examination of resection specimens and our results of cytological investigation of material aspirated by lymph node puncture are slight.

Accordingly, we may conclude that cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes represents a significant method for clinical diagnosis, providing useful evidence as to the extent of disease in patients with carcinoma of the lung. At the same time these differences reveal that cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes should be supplemented by further methods providing still more accurate evidence concerning node involvement. In our view, one of the most useful in this respect is diagnostic pneumomediastinography (Šimeček and Holub, 1961). Both methods, pneumomediastinography and lymph node puncture, are performed by us in the course of a single bronchoscopic examination. The supplementary insufflation of gas into the mediastinum carries no additional burden for the patient and should not be omitted in any patient who is a
possible candidate for surgery. The combination of both methods provides sufficient information concerning the state of the intrathoracic nodes and facilitates correct decisions on further therapeutic procedure.

**SUMMARY**

Cytological investigation of material obtained by puncture of intrathoracic lymph nodes in 418 patients who were suffering from cancer of the lung disclosed the presence of lymph node metastases in 58.1% of investigated cases. Their incidence differed according to the site of the primary growth and to its histological type. Results obtained show that cytological investigation of intrathoracic nodes is valuable in that it provides—particularly in combination with diagnostic pneumomediastinography—information concerning the extent of disease in patients with lung cancer.
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